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Fiber optic closure - FSC003 
Installation Guidance
Instructions

1. Cut the ports need to guide-in cable.

2. Put the cable through the heat-shrink tube

3. Remove the sheath of the cable and clean it. 
Cut the strengthen member to 5cm length. 
Put it through the attach screws and bend it to
�x on the screw. Then tighten the screw.

4. Remove the loose tube of the cable and clean the 
bare �bers. Put them through the transparent PE tube 
. Using PVC tape to wrap the end of the 
PE tube and cable.

5. Wind the excessive loose bu�ers in suitable 
cycles and put in the storage basket.

6. Coiling the optic �bers in the splice trays as above picture 
from the bottom tray to the top one. Fusion the joints and 
shrink the protective tubes and �x them in the tray. And put 
on the tray lid.

AX：middles splice tray

Spec.:RQP-07-24-II

BX：Sides splice tray

Spec.:RQP-07-24 

7.  And use the Velcro strip to bind the trays. 

8.Using abrasive strip to rough the surface of the 
cable sheath and ports slightly.
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9. Clean the cable surface and ports.

10. Move the heat-shrink tube to cover 
the base port and the cable. Mark the tube 
end on the cable and stick the aluminum 
�lm on it. The blue line of the �lm shall at 
the same position of the marked place. 
( Edge which close to the blue line shall be 
in the tube. Other side out of the tube.) Using 
blunt tool to even the �lm tightly stick to the cable.  
Heat the tube to shrink to seal from the direction 
of the red arrow slowly. (If to guide 2 cables in the 
oval port, use branch o� clips to separate the 
cables , heat the branch o� clip at meantime to seal the space.)

11. heat the round ports follow the same step as the oval port.

12.  close the closure with the clamp.

13.Choose the suitable mounting kits for di�erent installation environment.


